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Week 6
May 2018
The Evolution of Cognition and Moral Behavior
Among the several most influential authors whose life work and
views, have most influenced me in recent years, two stand out.
One, Chris Stringer wrote a gem of a book, “Lone Survivor”, a
wonderful account of human origins. He’s also a frequent
reviewer for high-end scientific Journals such as Nature, usually of
papers with something important to say about our ancestors
many thousands and even millions of years ago.
The second of the two authors, who has had an immense impact
on my thinking, is the justly renowned primatologist, Frans de
Waal. In example after example, he reminds us that being aware
and sensitive to the needs of others and providing for those needs
as well as, in some instances, providing long-term care, is not
unique to humans, but found in our primate relatives and many
other species.
His view that moral behavior is shared by many across the animal
kingdom suggests that the basis of moral behavior is deeply
embedded biologically in our nature and those of our fellow
creatures and hence a bottom-up morality, both instinctive and
learned. Of course straight-arming others for our own advantage
and violence are also part of theirs and our nature too, and that
duality is also part of our biological being. No need for some
outside agencies for evil or for that matter, ‘good‘ here - ‘evil’ and
‘good’ are part of our biological nature. What follows are
examples from Frans de Waal’s keen observations of many
decades of primate behavior, especially chimpanzees.

Amos and Daisy
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There are countless examples Frans de Waal draws on to illustrate
his points in his book, ‘The Bonobo and the Atheist’ (2013). He
recounts the story of one male, ‘Amos.’
“Amos was one of the handsomest males (chimpanzee) I have
known, except perhaps on the day he stuffed two entire apples in
his mouth, which taught me again that chimpanzees can do things
we can’t. He had large eyes in a friendly symmetrical face, a full
shiny coat of black hair, and well-defined muscles on arms and
legs. He was never overly aggressive, as some males can be, yet
supremely self-confident during his heyday. Amos was beloved.
Some of us cried when he died, and his fellow apes were eerily
silent for days. Their appetite took a hit.”
“At the time we didn’t know what his problem was, but we
learned postmortem that in addition to a hugely enlarged liver
that took up most of his abdomen, he had several cancerous
growths. He had lost 15 percent of his weight from a year before,
but even though his condition must have been building for years,
he had acted normally until his body couldn’t hold out any longer.
Amos must have felt miserable for months, but any sign of
vulnerability would have meant loss of status. Chimps seem to
know this. A limping male in the wild was seen to isolate himself
for weeks to nurse his injuries, yet would show up now and then
in the midst of the community to give a charging display full of
vigor and strength, after which he’d withdraw again, That way, no
one would get any ideas.”
“Amos didn’t’ betray his condition until the day before his death
when we found him panting, … with sweat pouring from his face,
sitting on a burlap sac in one of the night cages while the other
chimps were outside in the sun. Amos refused to go out, so we
kept him separate until a veterinarian could take a closer look.”
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“The other chimps kept returning indoors to check on him,
though, so we cracked open the door behind which Amos sat to
permit contact. Amos placed himself right next to the opening,
and a female, Daisy, gently took his head to groom the soft spot
behind his ears. Then she started pushing large amounts of
excelsior through the crack. This is a wood shaving that chimps
love to build nests with. They arrange it all around them and sleep
on it. After Daisy had given Amos the wood wool, we saw a male
do the same. Since Amos was sitting with his back against the wall
and not doing much with the excelsior, Daisy reached in several
times to stuff it between his back and the wall. “
“This was remarkable. Didn’t it suggest that Daisy realized that
Amos must be uncomfortable and that he would be better off
leaning against something soft, similar to the way we arrange
pillows behind a patient in hospital? Daisy probably extrapolated
from how she feels leaning against excelsior, and indeed she is
known among us as an “excelsior maniac” (instead of sharing the
stuff, she normally hogs it). I am convinced that apes take the
perspective of others, especially when it comes to friends in
trouble.” ….
“The next day Amos was put to sleep. There was no hope for
survival, only the certainty of more pain. The incident illustrated
two contrasting sides of primate social life. First, primates live in a
cutthroat world, which forces a male to conceal physical
impairment for as long as possible in order to keep up a tough
façade. But second, they are part of a tight community, in which
they can count of affection and assistance from others, including
non-relatives. Such dualities are hard to grasp. … This duality is
crucial. Morality would be superfluous if we were universally nice.
What would there be to worry about if all that humans ever did
was show sympathy for one another, and never steal, never stab
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someone in the back, never covet another’s wife? This is clearly
not how we are, and it explains the need for moral rules. On the
other hand, we could design a zillion rules to promote respect and
care for others, but they’d come to naught if we didn’t already
lean in that direction. They would be like seeds dropped onto a
glass plate: without a chance of taking root. What permits us to
tell right from wrong is our ability to be both good and bad.”
“Daisy’s assistance to Amos officially ranks as “altruism,’ defined
as behavior that costs you something (such as taking a risk or
expending energy) while it benefits another. Most biological
discussions of altruism don’t concern themselves much with
motives however, only with how such behavior affects others, and
why evolution might have produced it. Even though this debate is
over 150 years old, its become center stage in the past few
decades. “

Gratitude
Gratitude helps us render another person his due. Since it keeps
favors flowing, it is essential for a society based on reciprocity. It
was so highly regarded by Thomas Aquinas that he called it a
secondary virtue, tied to the primary one of justice. Gratitude
creates a warm feeling about received benefits, which prompts us
to repay them. Why else would we do so? Out of duty? It is so
much easier if our memory predisposes us kindly toward a
benefactor.” …
“On many days throughout the year, I recorded grooming among
our chimps in the morning before arranging a food-sharing
session in the afternoon. I’d cut branches with leaves in the forest
around the field station (chimps love young blackberry shoots and
sweet gum) and tie them together with honeysuckle. Two large
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bundles of browse would be thrown into the compound. Any
adult of any rank could claim and keep a bundle because chimps
respect ownership. Soon the lucky possessors would be
surrounded by a circle of beggars holding out a hand, whimpering
and whining. Even the highest-ranking male could be seen
begging, as has also been reported from the field when chimps
surround a monkey carcass. In the end, everyone would be
munching on food obtained either directly from the owners or
indirectly via family and friends. Having measured nearly seven
thousand food interactions over many different sessions, my data
showed a link between access to food and earlier grooming. On
one such day, on which Socko had groomed May, for example, his
chances of getting a few branches from her went up markedly
compared with days on which he had not groomed her. This
strongly suggests that chimpanzees remember and appreciate
previous favors.”
“Reciprocity also works on the negative side. … We are outraged
at those who gladly take benefits without giving much back.
Similarly, chimps may turn on their own allies if these decline to
support them in a fight with another chimp. They stretch out a
hand to a friend on the sidelines, trying to get him to come over
and stand shoulder to shoulder against an adversary. But if the
friend walks away, the jilted individual may interrupt the
confrontation he was involved in to go after his so-called friend,
screaming at the top of his lungs. All this happens in noisy and
tumultuous situations – there is nothing more chaotic and nerveracking than a large chimpanzee fight – but such reactions help
keep reciprocity on track. Chimpanzees also retaliate. If they have
lost a fight to an alliance of several others, they may wait for the
right occasion to get even. Encountering one of the others alone,
without any of his buddies around, they will start a fight. I have
known males who were very systematic about this: if they had
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been defeated by a quartet of opponents, they would take time in
the ensuing days to have four unpleasant sessions with each of
one them separately. More typically, however, a chimp defeated
by an alliance waits until one of its tormentors is losing a fight
against someone else, which is the perfect occasion to join in the
fray and add to the tormentor’s defeat.”
“Chimpanzee society always strikes me as resolving around tit for
tat. These apes build a social economy of favors and disfavors
ranging from food to sex and from grooming to support in fights.
They seem to maintain balance sheets and develop expectations,
perhaps even obligations, hence their negative reaction to broken
trust.”

Summary: Cognition and Behavior in Primates
Frans de Waal’s work sheds light on the social intelligence and
behavior of both chimpanzees and their close relatives, the
bonobos and of course by extension, us. What he and others have
shown us is that both primate societies inhabit networks of
relationships linked in some instances by kin, especially females
with their children, and on an expanded front, with others in the
band. Both chimpanzees and bonobos are experts at reading the
intentions and feelings of others of their kind by paying close
attention to the body language, gestures and facial expressions of
others in their group, and even as de Waal reminds us, of reading
the intentions, friendly or otherwise, of human visitors to primate
colonies. They also remember familiar visitors such as Frans de
Waal, sometimes after gaps of several months and even years.
They also are acutely aware of hierarchical relationships and for
the most part, play by widely accepted rules of behavior within
the group. And if those rules are broken, such as jumping the
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queue, to use communal shared tools, for example to crack open
nuts, culprits are soon sanctioned and reminded of their place in
the pecking order.
They also support and console those in distress, or threatened by
others and provide solace and help to those in need. They even
provide long-term care to those physically disabled and suffering
the ravages and limitations associated with aging.
Just as in human society, they’re not angels. Violence sometimes
breaks out in both bonobo and chimpanzee societies, especially
among the latter where males, both because of their greater size
and the fact that they tend to rove about in groups, often get up
to no good, and may brutally attack and even kill strangers or
those among them who are on the ‘outs’. So angels, they are not,
although the strong matriarchal backbone in bonobo society,
coupled with a frequent recourse to sex as a means of effectively
defusing disputes has famously earned bonobos the reputation as
the hippies of the primate world.
Of course chimpanzees and bonobos aren’t humans. Even so their
behavior often mirrors the social behavior of humans and like us,
they are capable of both empathy and altruism in their
relationships. But they can also be vindictive and sometimes cruel
to others of their kind, much as we can. The big difference is that
because our tools are so much more dangerous, we can do much
more harm to others - witness the use of poison gas and barrel
bombs in Syria and most recently, land mines in Miramar to
wound and kill Muslim.
The examples related by Frans de Waal of negative reciprocity
among chimpanzees reminded me of the schoolyard behavior of
my early school years, where bullies abounded. It was almost a
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right of passage to figure out how to deal with bullying. My
solution at the time was to make friends with those who were big,
strong and most importantly for a small guy, on my side. That
seemed to work although I had no idea, that they and I were
simply acting out behaviors common enough in the primate
world.
Finally, as Frans de Waal reminds us, empathy and altruism, which
may have had their origins in something as fundamental maternal
care, are common to many mammals including ravens, wolves,
dogs, elephants, dolphins and whales, and even the odd reptile,
that last of which I wouldn’t ordinarily have associated with
compassion, given that the group includes such friendlies as
crocodiles, various poisonous snakes and of course that most
famous of dinosaurs, Rex.
As such, the prevalence of empathy and altruism throughout the
animal kingdom as well as the violence with which creatures treat
one another within species, strongly suggest that what we call
‘good’ and ‘evil’ reside in all of us and have deep evolutionary
roots, antedating to the best of our knowledge any awareness of
a spirit world. That’s worth thinking about.
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Morals Without God?
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The Stone is a forum for contemporary philosophers and other thinkers on issues both
timely and timeless.

I was born in Den Bosch, the city after which Hieronymus Bosch
named himself. [1] This obviously does not make me an expert on
the Dutch painter, but having grown up with his statue on the
market square, I have always been fond of his imagery, his
symbolism, and how it relates to humanity’s place in the universe.
This remains relevant today since Bosch depicts a society under a
waning influence of God.
His famous triptych with naked figures frolicking around — “The
Garden of Earthly Delights” — seems a tribute to paradisiacal
innocence. The tableau is far too happy and relaxed to fit the
interpretation of depravity and sin advanced by puritan experts. It
represents humanity free from guilt and shame either before the
Fall or without any Fall at all. For a primatologist, like myself, the
nudity, references to sex and fertility, the plentiful birds and fruits
and the moving about in groups are thoroughly familiar and
hardly require a religious or moral interpretation. Bosch seems to
have depicted humanity in its natural state, while reserving his
moralistic outlook for the right-hand panel of the triptych in which
he punishes — not the frolickers from the middle panel — but
monks, nuns, gluttons, gamblers, warriors, and drunkards.
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Hieronymus Bosch Hieronymus Bosch’s “Garden of Earthly Delights” depicts hundreds
of erotic naked figures carrying or eating fruits, but is also full of references to alchemy,
the forerunner of chemistry. The figures on the right are embedded in glass tubes
typical of a bain-marie, while the two birds supposedly symbolize vapors.

Five centuries later, we remain embroiled in debates about the
role of religion in society. As in Bosch’s days, the central theme is
morality. Can we envision a world without God? Would this world
be good? Don’t think for one moment that the current battle lines
between biology and fundamentalist Christianity turn around
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evidence. One has to be pretty immune to data to doubt
evolution, which is why books and documentaries aimed at
convincing the skeptics are a waste of effort. They are helpful for
those prepared to listen, but fail to reach their target audience.
The debate is less about the truth than about how to handle it.
For those who believe that morality comes straight from God the
creator, acceptance of evolution would open a moral abyss.
Our Vaunted Frontal Lobe
Echoing this view, Reverend Al Sharpton opined in a recent
videotaped debate: “If there is no order to the universe, and
therefore some being, some force that ordered it, then who
determines what is right or wrong? There is nothing immoral if
there’s nothing in charge.” Similarly, I have heard people echo
Dostoevsky’s Ivan Karamazov, exclaiming that “If there is no God,
I am free to rape my neighbor!”
Perhaps it is just me, but I am wary of anyone whose belief
system is the only thing standing between them and repulsive
behavior. Why not assume that our humanity, including the selfcontrol needed for livable societies, is built into us? Does anyone
truly believe that our ancestors lacked social norms before they
had religion? Did they never assist others in need, or complain
about an unfair deal? Humans must have worried about the
functioning of their communities well before the current religions
arose, which is only a few thousand years ago. Not that religion is
irrelevant — I will get to this — but it is an add-on rather than the
wellspring of morality.
Deep down, creationists realize they will never win factual
arguments with science. This is why they have construed their
own science-like universe, known as Intelligent Design, and
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eagerly jump on every tidbit of information that seems to go their
way. The most recent opportunity arose with the Hauser affair. A
Harvard colleague, Marc Hauser, has been accused of eight counts
of scientific misconduct, including making up his own data. Since
Hauser studied primate behavior and wrote about morality,
Christian Web sites were eager to claim that “all that people like
Hauser are left with are unsubstantiated propositions that are
contradicted by millennia of human experience” (Chuck Colson,
Sept. 8, 2010). A major newspaper asked “Would it be such a bad
thing if Hausergate resulted in some intellectual humility among
the new scientists of morality?” (Eric Felten, Aug. 27, 2010). Even
a linguist could not resist this occasion to reaffirm the gap
between human and animal by warning against “naive
evolutionary presuppositions.”
These are rearguard battles, however. Whether creationists jump
on this scientific scandal or linguists and psychologists keep selling
human exceptionalism does not really matter. Fraud has occurred
in many fields of science, from epidemiology to physics, all of
which are still around. In the field of cognition, the march towards
continuity between human and animal has been inexorable —
one misconduct case won’t make a difference. True, humanity
never runs out of claims of what sets it apart, but it is a rare
uniqueness claim that holds up for over a decade. This is why we
don’t hear anymore that only humans make tools, imitate, think
ahead, have culture, are self-aware, or adopt another’s point of
view.
If we consider our species without letting ourselves be blinded by
the technical advances of the last few millennia, we see a creature
of flesh and blood with a brain that, albeit three times larger than
a chimpanzee’s, doesn’t contain any new parts. Even our vaunted
prefrontal cortex turns out to be of typical size: recent neuron-
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counting techniques classify the human brain as a linearly scaledup monkey brain. No one doubts the superiority of our intellect,
but we have no basic wants or needs that are not also present in
our close relatives. I interact on a daily basis with monkeys and
apes, which just like us strive for power, enjoy sex, want security
and affection, kill over territory, and value trust and cooperation.
Yes, we use cell phones and fly airplanes, but our psychological
make-up remains that of a social primate. Even the posturing and
deal-making among the alpha males in Washington is nothing out
of the ordinary.
The Pleasure of Giving
Charles Darwin was interested in how morality fits the humananimal continuum, proposing in “The Descent of Man”: “Any
animal whatever, endowed with well-marked social instincts …
would inevitably acquire a moral sense or conscience, as soon as
its intellectual powers had become as well developed … as in
man.”
Unfortunately, modern popularizers have strayed from these
insights. Like Robert Wright in “The Moral Animal,” they argue
that true moral tendencies cannot exist — not in humans and
even less in other animals — since nature is one hundred percent
selfish. Morality is just a thin veneer over a cauldron of nasty
tendencies. Dubbing this position “Veneer Theory” (similar to
Peter Railton’s “moral camouflage”), I have fought it ever since
my 1996 book “Good Natured.” Instead of blaming atrocious
behavior on our biology (“we’re acting like animals!”), while
claiming our noble traits for ourselves, why not view the entire
package as a product of evolution? Fortunately, there has been a
resurgence of the Darwinian view that morality grew out of the
social instincts. Psychologists stress the intuitive way we arrive at
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moral judgments while activating emotional brain areas, and
economists and anthropologists have shown humanity to be far
more cooperative, altruistic, and fair than predicted by selfinterest models. Similarly, the latest experiments in primatology
reveal that our close relatives will do each other favors even if
there’s nothing in it for themselves.

Maintaining a peaceful society is one of the tendencies underlying
human morality that we share with other primates, such as
chimpanzees. After a fight between two adult males, one offers
an open hand to his adversary. When the other accepts the
invitation, both kiss and embrace.
Chimpanzees and bonobos will voluntarily open a door to offer a
companion access to food, even if they lose part of it in the
process. And capuchin monkeys are prepared to seek rewards for
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others, such as when we place two of them side by side, while
one of them barters with us with differently colored tokens. One
token is “selfish,” and the other “prosocial.” If the bartering
monkey selects the selfish token, it receives a small piece of apple
for returning it, but its partner gets nothing. The prosocial token,
on the other hand, rewards both monkeys. Most monkeys
develop an overwhelming preference for the prosocial token,
which preference is not due to fear of repercussions, because
dominant monkeys (who have least to fear) are the most
generous.
Even though altruistic behavior evolved for the advantages it
confers, this does not make it selfishly motivated. Future benefits
rarely figure in the minds of animals. For example, animals engage
in sex without knowing its reproductive consequences, and even
humans had to develop the morning-after pill. This is because
sexual motivation is unconcerned with the reason why sex exists.
The same is true for the altruistic impulse, which is unconcerned
with evolutionary consequences. It is this disconnect between
evolution and motivation that befuddled the Veneer Theorists,
and made them reduce everything to selfishness. The most
quoted line of their bleak literature says it all: “Scratch an
‘altruist,’ and watch a ‘hypocrite’ bleed.”

The Story of Peony
It is not only humans who are capable of genuine altruism; other
animals are, too. I see it every day. An old female, Peony, spends
her days outdoors with other chimpanzees at the Yerkes Primate
Center’s Field Station. On bad days, when her arthritis is flaring
up, she has trouble walking and climbing, but other females help
her out. For example, Peony is huffing and puffing to get up into
the climbing frame in which several apes have gathered for a
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grooming session. An unrelated younger female moves behind
her, placing both hands on her ample behind and pushes her up
with quite a bit of effort, until Peony has joined the rest.
We have also seen Peony getting up and slowly move towards the
water spigot, which is at quite a distance. Younger females
sometimes run ahead of her, take in some water, then return to
Peony and give it to her. At first, we had no idea what was going
on, since all we saw was one female placing her mouth close to
Peony’s, but after a while the pattern became clear: Peony would
open her mouth wide, and the younger female would spit a jet of
water into it.

A juvenile chimpanzee reacts to a screaming adult male on the
right, who has lost a fight, by offering a calming embrace in an
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apparent expression of empathy.
Such observations fit the emerging field of animal empathy, which
deals not only with primates, but also with canines, elephants,
even rodents. A typical example is how chimpanzees console
distressed parties, hugging and kissing them, which behavior is so
predictable that scientists have analyzed thousands of cases.
Mammals are sensitive to each other’s emotions, and react to
others in need. The whole reason people fill their homes with
furry carnivores and not with, say, iguanas and turtles, is because
mammals offer something no reptile ever will. They give affection,
they want affection, and respond to our emotions the way we do
to theirs.
Mammals may derive pleasure from helping others in the same
way that humans feel good doing good. Nature often equips life’s
essentials — sex, eating, nursing — with built-in gratification. One
study found that pleasure centers in the human brain light up
when we give to charity. This is of course no reason to call such
behavior “selfish” as it would make the word totally meaningless.
A selfish individual has no trouble walking away from another in
need. Someone is drowning: let him drown. Someone cries: let
her cry. These are truly selfish reactions, which are quite different
from empathic ones. Yes, we experience a “warm glow,” and
perhaps some other animals do as well, but since this glow
reaches us via the other, and only via the other, the helping is
genuinely other-oriented.
Bottom-Up Morality
A few years ago Sarah Brosnan and I demonstrated that primates
will happily perform a task for cucumber slices until they see
others getting grapes, which taste so much better. The cucumber-
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eaters become agitated, throw down their measly veggies and go
on strike. A perfectly fine food has become unpalatable as a result
of seeing a companion with something better.
We called it inequity aversion, a topic since investigated in other
animals, including dogs. A dog will repeatedly perform a trick
without rewards, but refuse as soon as another dog gets pieces of
sausage for the same trick. Recently, Sarah reported an
unexpected twist to the inequity issue, however. While testing
pairs of chimps, she found that also the one who gets the better
deal occasionally refuses. It is as if they are satisfied only if both
get the same. We seem to be getting close to a sense of fairness.
Such findings have implications for human morality. According to
most philosophers, we reason ourselves towards a moral position.
Even if we do not invoke God, it is still a top-down process of us
formulating the principles and then imposing those on human
conduct. But would it be realistic to ask people to be considerate
of others if we had not already a natural inclination to be so?
Would it make sense to appeal to fairness and justice in the
absence of powerful reactions to their absence? Imagine the
cognitive burden if every decision we took needed to be vetted
against handed-down principles. Instead, I am a firm believer in
the Humean position that reason is the slave of the passions. We
started out with moral sentiments and intuitions, which is also
where we find the greatest continuity with other primates. Rather
than having developed morality from scratch, we received a huge
helping hand from our background as social animals.
At the same time, however, I am reluctant to call a chimpanzee a
“moral being.” This is because sentiments do not suffice. We
strive for a logically coherent system, and have debates about
how the death penalty fits arguments for the sanctity of life, or
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whether an unchosen sexual orientation can be wrong. These
debates are uniquely human. We have no evidence that other
animals judge the appropriateness of actions that do not affect
themselves. The great pioneer of morality research, the Finn
Edward Westermarck, explained what makes the moral emotions
special: “Moral emotions are disconnected from one’s immediate
situation: they deal with good and bad at a more abstract,
disinterested level.” This is what sets human morality apart: a
move towards universal standards combined with an elaborate
system of justification, monitoring and punishment.
At this point, religion comes in. Think of the narrative support for
compassion, such as the Parable of the Good Samaritan, or the
challenge to fairness, such as the Parable of the Workers in the
Vineyard, with its famous conclusion “The last will be first, and
the first will be last.” Add to this an almost Skinnerian fondness of
reward and punishment — from the virgins to be met in heaven
to the hell fire that awaits sinners — and the exploitation of our
desire to be “praiseworthy,” as Adam Smith called it. Humans are
so sensitive to public opinion that we only need to see a picture of
two eyes glued to the wall to respond with good behavior, which
explains the image in some religions of an all-seeing eye to
symbolize an omniscient God.
The Atheist Dilemma
Over the past few years, we have gotten used to a strident
atheism arguing that God is not great (Christopher Hitchens) or a
delusion (Richard Dawkins). The new atheists call themselves
“brights,” thus hinting that believers are not so bright. They urge
trust in science, and want to root ethics in a naturalistic
worldview.
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While I do consider religious institutions and their representatives
— popes, bishops, mega-preachers, ayatollahs, and rabbis — fair
game for criticism, what good could come from insulting
individuals who find value in religion? And more pertinently, what
alternative does science have to offer? Science is not in the
business of spelling out the meaning of life and even less in telling
us how to live our lives. We, scientists, are good at finding out
why things are the way they are, or how things work, and I do
believe that biology can help us understand what kind of animals
we are and why our morality looks the way it does. But to go from
there to offering moral guidance seems a stretch.
Even the staunchest atheist growing up in Western society cannot
avoid having absorbed the basic tenets of Christian morality. Our
societies are steeped in it: everything we have accomplished over
the centuries, even science, developed either hand in hand with
or in opposition to religion, but never separately. It is impossible
to know what morality would look like without religion. It would
require a visit to a human culture that is not now and never was
religious. That such cultures do not exist should give us pause.
Bosch struggled with the same issue — not with being an atheist,
which was not an option — but science’s place in society. The
little figures in his paintings with inverted funnels on their heads
or the buildings in the form of flasks, distillation bottles, and
furnaces reference chemical equipment.[4] Alchemy was gaining
ground yet mixed with the occult and full of charlatans and
quacks, which Bosch depicted with great humor in front of gullible
audiences. Alchemy turned into science when it liberated itself
from these influences and developed self-correcting procedures
to deal with flawed or fabricated data. But science’s contribution
to a moral society, if any, remains a question mark.
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Other primates have of course none of these problems, but even
they strive for a certain kind of society. For example, female
chimpanzees have been seen to drag reluctant males towards
each other to make up after a fight, removing weapons from their
hands, and high-ranking males regularly act as impartial arbiters
to settle disputes in the community. I take these hints of
community concern as yet another sign that the building blocks of
morality are older than humanity, and that we do not need God
to explain how we got where we are today. On the other hand,
what would happen if we were able to excise religion from
society? I doubt that science and the naturalistic worldview could
fill the void and become an inspiration for the good. Any
framework we develop to advocate a certain moral outlook is
bound to produce its own list of principles, its own prophets, and
attract its own devoted followers, so that it will soon look like any
old religion.
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Frans de Waal

New York Times April 2016

‘TICKLING a juvenile chimpanzee is a lot like tickling a child. The
ape has the same sensitive spots: under the armpits, on the side,
in the belly. He opens his mouth wide, lips relaxed, panting
audibly in the same “huh-huh-huh” rhythm of inhalation and
exhalation as human laughter. The similarity makes it hard not to
giggle yourself.
The ape also shows the same ambivalence as a child. He pushes
your tickling fingers away and tries to escape, but as soon as you
stop he comes back for more, putting his belly right in front of
you. At this point, you need only to point to a tickling spot, not
even touching it, and he will throw another fit of laughter.
Laughter? Now wait a minute! A real scientist should avoid any
and all anthropomorphism, which is why hard-nosed colleagues
often ask us to change our terminology. Why not call the ape’s
reaction something neutral, like, say, vocalized panting? That way
we avoid confusion between the human and the animal.
The term anthropomorphism, which means “human form,” comes
from the Greek philosopher Xenophanes, who protested in the
fifth century B.C. against Homer’s poetry because it described the
gods as though they looked human. Xenophanes mocked this
assumption, reportedly saying that if horses had hands they
would “draw their gods like horses.” Nowadays the term has a
broader meaning. It is typically used to censure the attribution of
humanlike traits and experiences to other species. Animals don’t
have “sex,” but engage in breeding behavior. They don’t have
“friends,” but favorite affiliation partners.
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Given how partial our species is to intellectual distinctions, we
apply such linguistic castrations even more vigorously in the
cognitive domain. By explaining the smartness of animals either as
a product of instinct or simple learning, we have kept human
cognition on its pedestal under the guise of being scientific.
Everything boiled down to genes and reinforcement. To think
otherwise opened you up to ridicule, which is what happened to
Wolfgang Köhler, the German psychologist who, a century ago,
was the first to demonstrate flashes of insight in chimpanzees.
Köhler would put a banana outside the enclosure of his star
performer, Sultan, while giving him sticks that were too short to
reach the fruit through the bars. Or he would hang a banana high
up and spread boxes around, none of which were tall enough to
reach the fruit. At first, Sultan would jump or throw things at the
banana or drag a human by the hand toward it, hoping to use him
as a footstool. If this failed, he would sit around without doing
anything, pondering the situation, until he might hit on a solution.
He’d jump up suddenly to put one bamboo stick inside another,
making a longer stick. He’d also stack boxes to build a tower tall
enough to attain his reward. Köhler described this moment as the
“aha! experience,” not unlike Archimedes running through the
streets shouting “Eureka!”
According to Köhler, Sultan showed insight by combining what he
knew about boxes and sticks to produce a brand-new action
sequence to take care of his problem. It all took place in his head,
without prior rewards for his eventual solution. That animals may
show mental processes closer to thinking than learning was so
unsettling, though, that still today Köhler’s name is hissed rather
than spoken in some circles. Naturally, one of his critics argued
that the attribution of reasoning to animals was an “overswing of
the theoretical pendulum” back “toward anthropomorphism.”
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We still hear this argument, not so much for tendencies that we
consider animalistic (everyone is free to speak of aggression,
violence and territoriality in animals) but rather for traits that we
like in ourselves. Accusations of anthropomorphism are about as
big a spoiler in cognitive science as suggestions of doping are of
athletic success. The indiscriminate nature of these accusations
has been detrimental to cognitive science, as it has kept us from
developing a truly evolutionary view. In our haste to argue that
animals are not people, we have forgotten that people are
animals, too.
This doesn’t mean that anything goes. Humans are incredibly
eager to project feelings and experiences onto animals, often
doing so uncritically. We go to beach hotels to swim with
dolphins, convinced that the animals must love it as much as we
do. We think that our dog feels guilt or that our cat is
embarrassed when she misses a jump. Lately, people have fallen
for the suggestion that Koko, the signing gorilla in California, is
worried about climate change, or that chimpanzees have religion.
As soon as I hear such claims, I contract my corrugator muscles
(causing a frown) and ask for the evidence. Yes, dolphins have
smiley faces, but since this is an immutable part of their visage, it
fails to tell us anything about how they feel. Yes, dogs hide under
the table when they have done something wrong, yet the most
likely explanation is that they fear trouble.
Gratuitous anthropomorphism is distinctly unhelpful. However,
when experienced field workers who follow apes around in the
tropical forest tell me about the concern chimpanzees show for
an injured companion, bringing her food or slowing down their
walking pace, or report how adult male orangutans in the
treetops vocally announce which way they expect to travel the
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next morning, I am not averse to speculations about empathy or
planning. Given everything we know from controlled experiments
in captivity, such as the ones I conduct myself, these speculations
are not far-fetched.
To understand the resistance to cognitive explanations, I need to
mention a third ancient Greek: Aristotle. The great philosopher
put all living creatures on a vertical Scala Naturae, which runs
from humans (closest to the gods) down toward other mammals,
with birds, fish, insects and mollusks near the bottom.
Comparisons up and down this vast ladder have been a popular
scientific pastime, but all we have learned from them is how to
measure other species by our standards. Keeping Aristotle’s scale
intact, with humans on top, has been the unfailing goal.”
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Frans de Waal (2015) Who Apes Whom, The New York
Times, September 15
“WHEN I learned last week about the discovery of an early human
relative deep in a cave in South Africa, I had many questions.
Obviously, they had dug up a fellow primate, but of what kind?
The fabulous find, named Homo naledi, has rightly been
celebrated for both the number of fossils and their completeness.
It has australopithecine-like hips and an ape-size brain, yet its feet
and teeth are typical of the genus Homo.
The mixed features of these prehistoric remains upset the
received human origin story, according to which bipedalism
ushered in technology, dietary change and high intelligence. Part
of the new species’ physique lags behind this scenario, while
another part is ahead. It is aptly called a mosaic species.
We like the new better than the old, though, and treat every fossil
as if it must fit somewhere on a timeline leading to the crown of
creation. Chris Stringer, a prominent British paleoanthropologist
who was not involved in the study, told BBC News: “What we are
seeing is more and more species of creatures that suggests that
nature was experimenting with how to evolve humans, thus giving
rise to several different types of humanlike creatures originating
in parallel in different parts of Africa.”
This represents a shockingly teleological view, as if natural
selection is seeking certain outcomes, which it is not. It doesn’t do
so any more than a river seeks to reach the ocean.
News reports spoke of a “new ancestor,” even a “new human
species,” assuming a ladder heading our way, whereas what we
are actually facing when we investigate our ancestry is a tangle of
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branches. There is no good reason to put Homo naledi on the
branch that produced us. Nor does this make the discovery any
less interesting. Every species in our lineage tells us something
about ourselves, because the hominoids (humans, apes and
everything in between) are genetically extremely tight. We have
had far less time to diverge than the members of many other
animal families, like the equids (horses, zebras, donkeys) or canids
(wolves, dogs, jackals). If it hadn’t been for the human ego,
taxonomists would long ago have squeezed all hominoids into a
single genus.
The standard story is that our ancestors first left the apes behind
to become australopithecines, which grew more sophisticated
and brainier to become us. But what if these stages were
genetically mixed up? Some scientists have claimed early
hybridization between human and ape DNA. Did our ancestors,
after having split off, keep returning to the apes in the same way
that today’s grizzlies and polar bears still interbreed occasionally?
Instead of looking forward to a glorious future, our lineage may
have remained addicted to the hairy embrace of its progenitors.
Other scientists, however, keep sex out of it and speak of
incomplete lineage separation. Either way, our heritages are
closely intertwined.
The problem is that we keep assuming that there is a point at
which we became human. This is about as unlikely as there being
a precise wavelength at which the color spectrum turns from
orange into red. The typical proposition of how this happened is
that of a mental breakthrough — a miraculous spark — that made
us radically different. But if we have learned anything from more
than 50 years of research on chimpanzees and other intelligent
animals, it is that the wall between human and animal cognition is
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like a Swiss cheese.
Apart from our language capacity, no uniqueness claim has
survived unmodified for more than a decade since it was made.
You name it — tool use, tool making, culture, food sharing, theory
of mind, planning, empathy, inferential reasoning — it has all
been observed in wild primates or, better yet, many of these
capacities have been demonstrated in carefully controlled
experiments.
We know, for example, that apes plan ahead. They carry tools
over long distances to places where they use them, sometimes up
to five different sticks and twigs to raid a bee nest or probe for
underground ants. In the lab, they fabricate tools in anticipation
of future use. Animals think without words, as do we most of the
time.
Undeterred by Homo naledi’s relatively small brain, however, the
research team sought to stress its humanity by pointing at the
bodies in the cave. But if taking this tack implies that only humans
mourn their dead, the distinction with apes is being drawn far too
sharply.
Apes appear to be deeply affected by the loss of others to the
point of going totally silent, seeking comfort from bystanders and
going into a funk during which they don’t eat for days. They may
not inter their dead, but they do seem to understand death’s
irreversibility. After having stared for a long time at a lifeless
companion — sometimes grooming or trying to revive him or her
— apes move on.
Since they never stay in one place for long, they have no reason to
cover or bury a corpse. Were they to live in a cave or settlement,
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however, they might notice that carrion attracts scavengers, some
of which are formidable predators, like hyenas. It would
absolutely not exceed the ape’s mental capacity to solve this
problem by either covering odorous corpses or moving them out
of the way.
The suggestion by some scholars that this requires belief in an
afterlife is pure speculation. We simply don’t know if Homo naledi
buried corpses with care and concern or unceremoniously
dumped them into a faraway cave to get rid of them.
It is an odd coincidence that “naledi” is an anagram of “denial.”
We are trying way too hard to deny that we are modified apes.
The discovery of these fossils is a major paleontological
breakthrough. Why not seize this moment to overcome our
anthropocentrism and recognize the fuzziness of the distinctions
within our extended family? We are one rich collection of
mosaics, not only genetically and anatomically, but also mentally.
Frans de Waal, a primatologist and professor of psychology at Emory University, is the
author of the forthcoming book “Are We Smart Enough to Know How Smart Animals
Are?”
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Ravens—like humans and apes—can plan for the future
By Elizabeth Pennisi

Jul. 13, 2017

All of us know how tough it can be to delay gratification. But
human civilization was built around our supposedly unique ability
to plan—to anticipate future needs and sacrifice now to reap the
rewards later. Apes knocked us off our special perch nearly a
decade ago when they showed that they, too, can plan for future
events. Now, a new study on tool use and bartering in ravens
reveals that these clever birds are joining the club—suggesting
that the ability to plan for the future must have evolved at least
twice.’
“This experiment provides an important puzzle piece for
understanding the evolution of intelligent behavior,” says Markus
Böckle, a comparative biologist at the University of Cambridge in
the United Kingdom who was not involved in the work.
Planning is the ability to think through future events taking place
at a different location. Ten years ago, Mathias Osvath, a cognitive
biologist at Lund University in Sweden, designed a series of tests
to measure whether other primates were planners. Great apes—
like chimpanzees—passed. Monkeys failed. About the same time,
researchers noticed that birds known as corvids—which include
jays, crows, and ravens—also showed signs of planning. Studies
over the last 20 years have revealed that these birds can use tools
and deliberately hide their food caches. Many saw close parallels
between human, ape, and bird brains. But critics argue that food
caching is a specialized behavior that doesn’t represent a general
planning ability. To prove that general ability, they want the
animal to show it can plan even in a situation that it doesn’t
usually encounter.
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So Osvath and his graduate student Can Kabadayi set out to settle
this question by testing the birds in the same way as the apes, this
time making sure that they incorporated behaviors that the birds
did not normally exhibit. For example, ravens are not regular tool
users, and they do not barter with each other, like some jays or
crows. So the researchers first taught five ravens to use an oblong
stone tool to open a box with dog kibble in it. The birds also
learned to trade that tool for a token—a plastic bottle cap—that
would get them an even better reward. Over several experiments
the researchers switched up the rules of their game, changing
when the rewards were present and what the birds had to do to
get them.
The ravens consistently picked the right tool not only when the
reward box was present, but also when the box was missing—
for up to 17 hours, Kabadayi and Osvath report this week in
Science. In one experiment, the birds were offered an immediate
reward—a small piece of kibble—in addition to the tool and
several other objects. Almost three-quarters of the birds picked
the tool, even though they had to wait 15 minutes to use it to get
a bigger piece of kibble. In terms of self-control, “they can do just
as good or better than the great apes,” Osvath says.
Then, the researchers showed that the birds were thinking about
the consequence of this delayed gratification—something that
has been demonstrated so far only in people. When the birds had
to wait just a few seconds for access to the reward box, they
opted to wait 100% of the time, they report. “When they have a
short delay, they are much better at self-control,” Osvath says.
“It’s the clearest evidence for future planning in a nonhuman
animal,” says Nathan J. Emery, a cognitive biologist at the
University of London who was not involved with the work.
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These tests show that the ravens have the ability to recognize and
remember the tool, anticipate its utility, and show self-control in
the face of more immediate temptations, all key components of
planning. “They combine these skills in a similar fashion as great
apes,” Osvath says. However, he adds, just because the end result
is the same doesn’t mean that the birds and the apes are going
through the same cognitive processes.
That’s the opinion of Jonathan Redshaw, a comparative
psychologist at the University of Queensland in Brisbane,
Australia. It’s possible, for example, that these results arose
simply because the ravens learned to associate the tool or token
with a certain reward and always chose them, he says. That’s not
the same as complex planning for the future, in which the planner
shows flexibility in taking action to meet future demands. He
suggests the team in Sweden see whether the ravens continued
to select the same tool after seeing the reward box destroyed. If
they gave up picking the tool, that would show they really were
planning for the future and not just in the habit of picking the
right tool to get a reward.
If the birds do prove to have these capabilities, then future
planning must have evolved at least twice, Osvath says. That’s
because birds and mammals began evolving their separate ways
some 320 million years ago. It was not “an evolutionary one-off
that occurred once due to a quirk of history,” says Alex Taylor, a
comparative psychologist at the University of Auckland in New
Zealand. Further studies into bird and mammal cognition could
help researchers gain a better understanding of what it takes—in
terms of brain anatomy and function—to anticipate and take into
account what might happen next.
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Dunbar’s Number

February 20, 2017

Theological Implications of More Complex Societies
For many years the general view of most in the anthropological
world was that the increase in brain size, which accompanied
human evolution was related to our skill at making and using
tools.* And there may be some merit to that view. However Robin
Dunbar, an Oxford Professor and evolutionary psychologist took
another tact. He suggests that the substantial increase in brain
size, most notable in the Heidelbergs several hundred thousand
years ago in Africa, and again in modern humans roughly one
hundred thousand years ago, was related to environmentally
driven increases in group-size and the enhanced social intelligence
required to navigate the increasingly complex social relationships
associated with larger groups.
Keeping track of hierarchical status, family relationships,
especially for females, who’s in - who’s out, and the politics of the
troop are cognitively demanding tasks, never more so than with
the advent of larger groups. It was for this reason that Dunbar
posits that the key evolutionary pressure, which drove the
increase in brain size throughout the five-six million year span of
human evolution, was selection for greater social intelligence,
necessary for life on the more exposed terrains of savannahs and
the need for protection against predators, including others of
their own kind. The cognitively demanding nature of getting along
in large groups was almost certainly reflected in a relative
increase in the size of the prefrontal and temporal lobe cerebral
cortex, especially in modern humans. This story is recounted in
Dunbar’s excellent 2016 book ‘Human Evolution: Our Brain’s And
Behavior’.
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Until very recently the common view was that it wasn’t until the
homo series of our ancestors emerged roughly two to three
million years ago, that tool making became a regular feature of
human evolution. However evidence that Australopiths living
more than three million years ago probably made and used flaked
tools, changed that view, as has evidence that many species from
crows to our modern day ape relatives, also use tools to get
around obstacles or ferret out food. So the myth of the toolmaker
as exclusively human, like other anthropomorphic myths before,
has crumbled under closer investigation. We can expect similar
surprises as time goes by in the human-origins story as the fossil,
artifact and genetic records fill in the yawing gaps in the current
road map from common ancestor to apes and us, to where we are
now. So much has happened in just the last ten years, especially
with the mapping ancient genomes going mainstream, that big
surprises are surely in store for understanding the migrations of
peoples, the evolution of language and cultures.
Robin Dunbar believes “that religion and story-telling became
important because of the need to bond communities that had
become, by primate standards, very large (Dunbar, 2016, page
292).” Linked to that view is his hypotheses that human society,
like the societies of our living primate relatives, is organized like
an onion skin, in successive layers beginning in both our primate
relatives and humans with an innermost layer of ~5 individuals,
followed by the next layer at ~15, and a third layer at ~50.
However only humans evolved to add yet another layer of social
complexity – this is the most important layer at ~150 person (each
layer including those in the previous layers). Roughly speaking,
the ~150 mark in humans, divides those outside the 150 layer
with whom we tend to have casual, acquaintance-like
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relationships – from those nested within the 150 mark with whom
social bonds are significantly closer. Or as Dunbar puts it, the
latter group includes “people we know as individuals, based on
relationships that have historic depth and involve trust, obligation
and reciprocity; they are the people we don’t really think twice
about helping when they ask (Table 1.3). Not surprisingly studies
have shown that humans are “demonstrably less generous” with
those outside the 150 layer.
The observation that humans live “in nested social layers”
(Dunbar, 2016) is important because it turns out that similar
layering is the norm for other primates, including apes and
monkeys and some other mammals. What’s surprising is that
differences between species in their social organization lies not in
the numbers typical for each nested layer (5, 15, 30 and so on)
whose size remains much the same for different species but the
number of layers. Humans may be able to manage four (~150) and
possibly five layers (~500) but chimpanzee society is typically is
comprised of the first three layers (5, 15 and 50), and the
cognitively more challenged colobus monkeys live in a world of at
best two layers (Dunbar, 2016, Page 81).
Not surprisingly those layers closely reflect the effort put forth to
maintain them. For example, humans invest eight times the social
effort maintaining relationship within the core layer, compared a
quarter of that or less per person for those people in our life
between the layers one (5) and two (15) and much less for those
outside layer two. The social effort we put into maintaining
relationships has been measured in a variety of ways such as the
number of face to face visits or phone calls per year, whether in
person, but however we measure it, the drop off we invest in our
social relationships drops off steeply with distance from the core
group. All of which is quite intuitive.
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What’s not so intuitive is the fact that the layers are scaled by a
factor of three (5, 15, 50, 150 and so forth) – a relationship, which
holds true for every species studied so far. Why this should be so,
is unknown. Of more significance is the fact that the number of
social layers any species is capable of maintaining is proportional
to the size of the species’ neocortex, especially in the orbitalfrontal cortex in the frontal lobe. The question is – which came
first – bigger brains or larger groups? Dunbar believes that larger
group sizes, perhaps driven by novel environmental challenges,
came first, and bigger brains came second - the consequence of
natural selection favoring better brains to better to navigate the
trickier social landscape of larger social groups. Maybe so – but
bigger brains come at a cost – they’re expensive to maintain. For
example the brain consumes twenty percent of the energy
requirements of the body, yet weights only two percent of the
whole body weight – or put another way, the brain burns ten
times more energy than might be expected for its weight (Dunbar,
2016, page 65). So bigger brains come at a cost.
But aside from the novelty of Dunbar’s number, what might we
take away from social evolutionary cross-species studies such as
Dunbar’s and others?
Their studies show why in-and-out groups and cliques are so
common – they are behavioral traits, which may have become
hardwired within our brains. Humans – and other species – invest
an enormous amount of their time and energy maintaining the
first two layers (the inner 15), especially the core (5) because
those are the most dependable relationships, the ones with
whom we form our most enduring and supportive alliances. For
chimps and bonobos grooming means hanging out together and
literally picking through your buddies fur for ticks and assorted
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pests but for humans grooming takes the form of small talk or
what some would call gossip
.
This natural tendency to form small groups – many overlapping
with one another – is the natural template for social groups.
Navigating our way, within and between groups is cognitively
demanding, but as a species the realistic outside limit to what we
can manage is approximately one to two hundred people. Its true
that some humans claim they can manage several hundred
‘friends’ on Facebook but most humans are capable of managing
no more than a few truly intimate relationships, even if a times
we seem to socially navigate our way around much larger
numbers of friends and acquaintances.
Looking at the theological implications of what we know about
social organization in humans, its clear that the template of social
laying has deep evolutionary roots and the solution was similar for
many species – a small core group, in which we invest a lot of
effort, and successively socially more remote groups from our
core, in which we invest less and less effort depending on their
social distance from the core. Its probably no surprise that Jesus’s
disciples numbered close to the 15 and that there might have
been a few in the core, closest to him.
All of this has some bearing on prayer. For if in our daily lives we
invest so much of our social effort, as we apparently do on the
inner 50 and especially 15, its hard to see how we might invest
the emotional and physical energy to extend our ultraistic reach
much beyond those core numbers, except through donations of
money and perhaps goods. It gets to the core of Jesus’s ministry.
As far as I can see, he accomplished his goals by teaching others;
often through one-on-one encounters and the miracle was that
others passed on whatever they received to others.
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That’s what the miracle of the loaves and fishes was probably all
about – not a literal multiplication of a few fish by supernatural
means, a gesture no one else could ever repeat – but by teaching
others to share what they had with others. That’s teaching at its
best – not show boating what no one can replicate – but showing
what can happen next day, the day after and all the days to come,
what can happen, by sharing. That’s how we break out of our
social silos, and the ins-and-outs of our genetically and culturally
siloed lives. That’s the true miracle!
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Brains as Social Networks
That gelatinous mass inside our skull - our brain - is what makes us
special. The rest of our body is simply the supporting cast – tasked
with getting us around, implementing our intentions and
impulses, keeping us in touch with the world through our eyes,
ears and other sensors, providing the fuel to keep the brain going
and taking out the garbage. But it is the brain that does all the
really interesting and important stuff like thinking, planning,
loving, communicating with others of our kind and perhaps even
possessing a soul.
Brains soak up language and culture with ease from parents,
family and the wider community. But our brains go further. They
are uniquely gifted with imagination, a proclivity for making things
up and telling stories, and a positive talent for coming up with
novel solutions for unanticipated and often unique challenges.
But however marvelous our brains might be working is isolation,
by nature humans are social animals as David Brooks (2011) might
put it. Indeed without the latter we probably would not have
progressed very far (Christian, 2012).
Coming up with novel solutions is usually a social exercise. That’s
how science and most human endeavors usually work. Bringing
complementary skills together to solve problems, whatever the
inevitable clashes of personalities and controversies along the
way, works. How else could the Hubble telescope have been
imagined, created and used without the teams of brains with
widely differing skill sets and imaginative questions working
together to make it all work and worthwhile?
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So we often depend on the brains of others, whether we
acknowledge their contributions or not, to create everything from
pies to solving the deepest and most intractable questions posed
by the universe and biology. Think about it – making pies requires
recipes often passed on from others, ingredients, pots and pans
and ovens to name a few of the many bits and pieces we need for
such a relatively simple task and we didn’t make any of them and
usually buy the ingredients to boot!
The extent to which we depend on one another’s brains – past
and present – is one of our brains most unique characteristics.
More than any other species – especially in recent times, we’ve
created an explosive increase in our ‘collective intelligence’ the
product of the activities of an enormous web of brains with the
power to transform and transcend cultures.
Each of our brain’s catalogue of experience and expertise
acquired over a lifetime dies when we die. But to the extent that
some part of us lingers on in the form of stories told about us, a
few photos or some small part of the stuff of our lifetime’s
activities survives the inevitable clean out after we die, creates a
temporary hold on mortality reaching beyond the grave for one,
or tops, two or three generations. And parallels the genetic
legacy we passed on to our children, then grandchildren,
increasingly mixed with the genes of others in future generations
to the point when within a few generations, any genetic identity
solely attributable to us, will surely be lost for eternity.
The role of genes is of course critical. They set the basic ground
rules governing our brains development. But the final product –
our brain – is shaped powerfully by our own experience and
environment, especially in early life. In the year of his death,
Oliver Sachs, the famous neuroscientist, reminded us that each of
us is unique; there was no one quite like us before or will be in the
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future. We were one of a kind. Each brain then is unique, both
genetically and in the manner it was shaped by others, culture,
and experiences of a lifetime.
Some genes influencing the development of our brains date back,
in some recognizable form, to the very beginnings of multicellular
animals which evolved nervous systems for coordinating the
activities of the host’s organism’s increasingly differentiated cell
types, each tasked with their specific, now outsourced jobs.
However we’re a long way from identifying most of the genes
responsible for our highly evolved brains, especially those, which
played a major role in the development of the brains of those
primates most closely related to us such as chimpanzees and
closer to home, ever more sophisticated ancestors such as homo
erectus or much closer to home, those brain genes which evolved
since the brains of modern humans came on stage 200,000 years
ago in Africa. We may have a long way to go but at least we have
better tools for tackling the job of unraveling the mysteries of the
how our brain came to be including comparative studies of the
genomes of modern humans, our living ape relatives and some
archaic humans such as the Denisovans, Neanderthals and
perhaps some day yet older archaic humans, such as Homo
erectus.
Modern humans have not been around for long. For ninety-nine
percent of the time we were nomadic gatherers and hunters of
food, lived in extended family groups – probably numbering no
more 20-30 and perhaps at the most 100 – with little distinction
between the tasks and experiences among members of the group.
But over the course of time we developed a vast library of
communal knowledge, which allows each of us to hone in – laser
like - on some tasks while outsourcing the rest to others. Which
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one of us has the foggiest idea or means of building a smart
phone, a computer, building and maintaining our roads, growing
and delivering our food, taking away our waste or any of a host of
knowledge, experience and skills possessed by other brains in our
community? The list goes on.
It’s obvious that our very existence depends on others. Indeed it’s
not too much of a stretch to conclude that through our shared
knowledge and experience that we have become a vast powerful
multi-brain organism – the next step in evolution’s unintended
march to ever increasing complexity.
Perhaps we’ve learned unique skills – perhaps we’re a musician,
sculptor, physician, mechanic or pilot but for most of everything
else in our lives we depend on others for the rest. Most of what
we take for granted was bequeathed to us by countless ancestors
who through language in all its forms, were able to pass on their
knowledge to others and to that exponentially or perhaps faster
growing library of knowledge and experience which is ours to tap
into and use without in most instances any awareness of the
authors or doers that made it all happen for us. It is that
increasingly powerful social network which truly sets us apart
from other species and granted us our ever-increasing dominion
over other life forms and threatens in some instances not only
them but also ourselves through changes in our environment
rivaling the worst of natural disasters.
So what are the relative roles of genetics and culture to making us
who we are and become? Or to get to the nub of the matter are
Dawkin’s “selfish genes” or environmental influences the more
important in shaping who we are and become? Well the answer is
an unequivocal both. After all we have gene directed neural
platforms. But absent the stimulation provided through sight to
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one eye or exposure to language early in life, both may fail to
develop at all or with the greatest difficulty later in development.
Enrichment – whether social, cultural and linguistic – are critical
and have their greatest impact early in life, Moreover patterns
developed early on become fixed and hard to undo later in life.
There’s no surprise in this. Every culture has known at some level
– get them early and you’ve got them for life. That’s why changing
people’s nature – to the extent dictated by family and culture - is
so difficult later in life. So nurturing seed early during a period
when behavioral roots are being laid down is critical and why
seeking agreement between peoples of widely dissimilar cultures
and identify can be so difficult and even intractable, later in life.
For example in my decade in Boston I worked at the New England
Medical Center in a period when immigration from the former
Soviet Union was so common. The young assimilated the culture
and language of their new country effortlessly especially those
born in the USA while the middle aged and elderly struggled and
often gave up all too soon and retreated into their linguistic and
cultural ghettos.
In a very real sense we have become a new organism – a multibrain organism whose singular power has been to expand by
means of our language and related cognitive skills, by leaps and
bounds, our capacity to share the fruits of our brains manifold
achievements in so many endeavors, with so many others of our
kind. That’s what’s made us what we are and what we’ve become
as a species, capable of expressing our deepest feelings and
understanding of ourselves and the world we live in by stories,
music and art in all its forms.
We are wholly dependent on all those other brains – past and
present to make our modern life possible, Without them and the
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countless, taken for granted tools which surround us, we would
be returned to our stone age culture in a heartbeat, quite unable
to make all the conveniences on which we’ve become so
dependent and worse than that, without all the skills our stone
age ancestors had acquired for living in their age.
The true power of our brain lies not simply in its unique capacity
to soak up new information and solve problems for by itself it
would be nearly helpless to learn language, social skills and
culture. But beyond that, the real power of the brain goes beyond
simply working with other brains. What sets us apart as a species
is our unique ability to pass on the fruits of that knowledge –
initially by gesture and example – soon by oral symbolic language,
much later by written language and now of course by the wide
dissemination of our knowledge through traditional libraries and
especially these days by the internet and heavens knows what in
the years to follow.
What was unintentionally and unanticipated by evolution is the
huge game changer manifest in our species – is the unparalleled
power of our species to harness thousands and millions of brains
together in a huge network of information – hopefully accessible
to all.

Summary
In the less than 200,000 years that we modern humans have been
around and especially in the last few hundred years, there has
been a remarkable increase in our understanding of the natural
world and the greater cosmos for which our brains have been the
engine but which began in an age when stone tools were the
order of the day.
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Human brains are remarkably social and curious. They have a very
strong impulse to tell stories whether mythological or scientific
about the origins of the universe, life and ourselves. Beginning
with the acquisition of highly sophisticated and nuanced symbolic
oral languages and later transcription of those oral languages into
texts, mathematical symbols and musical scores, this brain proved
to be a truly astounding instrument and remarkably capable of
taking on challenges their ancestors would have marveled at. It is
truly astounding that this now highly evolved biologic machine
could within a generation or two make the leap from stone age
cultures - for example of many of the highland tribes in New
Guinea – who when exposed to modern cultures of the 20th
mastered the skills and knowledge of fully modern societies
within a generation or two.
The brain was able to make those leaps without changing its
genetic hardware – only the ways in which the hardware was
used. In short the brain had the capacity all along. All it needed
was the challenge and perhaps some developmental changes in
its software to make the requisite changes.
So my guess is that we have a brain far more capable than
perhaps we use most of the time. Clues to the latter are the
remarkable skills of savants, high functioning autistic subjects and
sometimes severely brain injured patients who excel well beyond
our grasp in some areas of cognitive function, whatever their
impairment in other areas.
The brain could not have anticipated these challenges anymore
than Apple anticipated all the many ways that users used their
iPhones and iPads. The brains strong impulse to look for patterns
and most importantly share and pass on those understandings
and mythologies to later generations, was able in a singularly
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exceptional manner to create shared oral and later written
libraries open to their fellows. And in so doing they and later
generations didn’t have to reinvent the wheel. The same brain
that hunted with bone and stone tools, lived in caves or other
primitive dwellings had the capacity in later generations to link
space time and gravity, imagine and test quantum physics, pursue
molecular biology and evolution, poetry, art and music and
develop societal structures for relationships and the systems of
governance which now exist and who knows what in the future
might be possible.
Of course there have been periodic setbacks and periods of
darkness of the mind and spirit, wars and prejudice because
unfortunately this same brain has shown a formidable capacity for
equal measures of great mischief and evil – sometimes in the
same person. Indeed one recent study suggests that most people
cheat at one time or the other and knowingly fib and exaggerate.
The good and bad exist in all of us - that is the great challenge - to
encourage the one, while reining in the other.
And should for any reason we ever lose that great collective
library of shared experience and knowledge we would be set back
thousands of years and find ourselves forced to live much as our
stone age hunter gatherer ancestors did without any of the tools
or understanding we so depend on now and none of the tools and
wisdom they had to survive.

